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Page Type-Aware Data Migration Technique for Read Disturb
Management of NAND Flash Memory
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Abstract— Read disturb is a phenomenon in which the cells of all
unselected wordlines (WLs) within a block are soft programed while
reading a selected WL, which causes errors. To solve the problem of
read disturb, read reclaim (RR) operations, which migrate deteriorated
block data to a new free block, are executed when the read count of the
deteriorated block exceeds a preset threshold. RR requires additional
operations, such as error correction, reprogramming, block erasure,
and occupying I/O. So as the number of RR operations increases,
the performance and reliability of the memory degrade. We observe
that read disturb affects pages within a block differently according to
page types. With this perspective, we propose Page Type-aware Data
Migration technique (PTDM) technique, which migrates pages within
blocks according to the vulnerability to read disturb. Shifting RR from
the conventional block level to the page level improves the efficiency of the
memory by reducing data migration. Also, we propose distributing read-
hot data into several blocks during migration to reduce read disturb
impact. Our experimental results show that the proposed method can
reduce the amount of RR data migration and the overall erasure counts
by 39.53% and 21.69%, respectively.

Index Terms— Data storage system, NAND flash memory (NFM),
read disturb, read disturb management, read reclaim (RR).

I. INTRODUCTION

NAND flash memory (NFM) is widely used in various computer
systems, from mobile to servers. To reduce the costs and increase
the capacity of NFM, one approach is to store multiple bits in one
cell, such as a multilevel cell (MLC) and a triple-level cell (TLC).
This approach increases the number of pages per block, which can
increase the memory capacity but degrade its reliability. The main
reason for the degraded reliability is read disturb, which refers to
the unintentional injection of electrons into unrelated cells during a
read operation, which causes read errors [1]. Read operations can
access the same page many times, meaning that the number of read
disturbs occurring within a block is unlimited. Thus, as the number
of pages per block increases, the read disturb increases exponentially.
In addition, read-intensive workloads on NFM continue to increase,
which further increases the impact of read disturb.

To resolve the read disturb issue, the NAND controller executes the
read reclaim (RR) operation, which migrates the disturbed data to a
new free block before the data become unreadable. The conventional
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Fig. 1. Voltage settings during the read operation.

method is to count the number of read operations for each block
and migrate blocks whose read count exceeds a preset threshold [2].
As noted above, read disturb becomes severe as the number of pages
per block increases. Thus, the conventional method causes frequent
RR operations, which reduce the system performance by increasing
additional operations, such as data migration and block erasure, and
degrade reliability by increasing program/erase (P/E) cycles.

The least significant bit (LSB), central significant bit (CSB), and
the most significant bit (MSB) pages within a wordline (WL) have
different degrees of deterioration caused by read disturb. Some
research suggested a method to reduce error by setting reference
voltage differently according to the page type when reading a
page [3]. However, the read-disturb errors still occur, and RR must
be executed. We focus on making RR more efficient. In this brief,
we propose a Page Type-aware Data Migration (PTDM) that executes
RR more efficiently by migrating only the data of page types that
are expected to have severe errors. By shifting RR management from
the block level to the page level, the proposed PTDM effectively
reduces the number of data migrations. Additionally, we propose
distributing read-hot data into several blocks to relieve the read
disturb.

By migrating only the data that are considered severe errors, our
scheme can reduce the amount of RR data migration by 39.53%. The
rest of this brief is organized as follows. Section II introduces the
read disturb and techniques for mitigating the read disturb problem
and describes the limitations of conventional technologies. Section III
explains the proposed PTDM, and Section IV reports the experimental
results using benchmark traces. Section V summarizes our findings
and discusses future extensions of the proposed method.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

A. Read Disturb in NFM

Fig. 1 shows the voltage settings of each WL during a read
operation. The NAND controller applies Vr to the WL of the cell that
wants to be read. Because Vr is the median value for the threshold
voltage of a cell state, the cell turns on or off depending on the cell
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Fig. 2. Threshold voltage distribution of normal cell and deteriorated cell:
(a) MLC and (b) TLC.

state. By sensing whether the cell turns on, the controller reads the
data in the cell. Because the bit lines are connected in series, the
cells of the unselected WLs should not affect the sensing. Therefore,
the NAND controller applies a pass-through voltage, called VP , to all
unselected WLs in the block. VP is less than the program voltage
but high enough for soft programming. This soft programming injects
electrons into a cell, which may later cause a read error. Read disturb
affects the entire block.

MLC techniques are to store two or more pages in one wordline,
which increases the number of pages per block. Increasing the number
of pages per block increases the number of read operations in a block.
Thus, the MLC techniques reinforce the impact of read disturb.

Fig. 2(a) and (b) shows the cell distributions before (top) and after
(bottom) deterioration by read disturb in an MLC NFM and TLC
NFM, respectively. The lowest E state has the worst deterioration due
to read disturb, and the highest state P3 has the least deterioration [4].
To read data stored on the LSB page, a cell is sensed by applying
Vr2 to WL, and data stored on the MSB page are read by applying
Vr1 and Vr3 to WL. Because the deterioration due to read disturb is
severe in the E state, numerous errors occur in Vr1, and few errors
occur in Vr2 and Vr3. Errors in Vr1 cause MSB data 1 to be misread
as 0. Similarly, errors in Vr2 and Vr3 cause the LSB and MSB
data, respectively, to be misread. Therefore, MSB pages are more
vulnerable to read disturb than LSB pages. Some studies reported
that LSB pages have 1.6 times more endurance to read disturb than
MSB pages [5]. Similarly, according to the TLC bit mapping, it is
vulnerable to read disturb in the order of LSB, CSB, and MSB.

B. Techniques for Mitigating the Read Disturb

To mitigate read disturb, the flash translation layer (FTL) executes
RR. FTL is an intermediate system that controls the gap between
file systems and NFM. RR is a technique that reads data before
read failure occurs due to data deterioration, modifies it through
error correction codes (ECC), and reprograms it into a new block.
ECC operates and corrects errors whenever data is read through FTL
due to garbage collection (GC), RR, or user requests. Conventional
RR counts the number of reads per block; when the read count
exceeds a preset threshold, then all the valid data within the block
are migrated to a new free block. After migrating all the valid data
within the deteriorated block, FTL erases the block. Vendor preset

Fig. 3. Flowchart for the read request.

this threshold value conservatively, considering P/E cycle or physical
issues such as process variation. RR can correct errors completely,
but the additional processes can degrade the performance. Some
studies have shown that frequent RR degrades the performance by
adding extra processes, such as data migration and block erasures,
and the reliability decreases because of the increased number of P/E
cycles [6]. Thus, RR should be more efficient in a situation with
increasing read-disturb impacts.

For efficient RR, some studies proposed making strong blocks
against read disturb and migrating read-intensive data to strong
blocks [5], [7]. Other studies suggested mixing writing data caused
by RR and user requests, to reduce second RR operation [8].
As mentioned in Section II-A, pages have different error endurance
against read disturb, depending on the page types. However, previous
methods did not consider these characteristics and execute RR at the
block level. These methods are still inefficient since they migrate
the entire block simultaneously, even though some page types can
perform more reads. Therefore, this brief proposes a method that
divides and migrates blocks according to the page types.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed PTDM management is implemented on FTL. PTDM
comprises a block read counter, page classifier, migration manager,
and NAND device information table. The block read counter stores
the read counts of each block. The page classifier divides a block
into several groups according to the page types. The migration
manager determines whether each page needs an RR, manages data
migration, and processes requests for data during migration. The
NAND information table stores information for performing PTDM.

A. Page Type-Aware RR

As mentioned in Section II-A, even with the same amount of read
disturb, the error rates of each page are different depending on the
page type. Therefore, the threshold read counts of each page type are
different. These threshold read counts can be obtained by a formula
or measurement [4], [5]. PTDM stores the preset threshold read count
of each page type differently. The page classifier distinguishes page
types according to the physical page address.

When the read count of a block reaches the MSB threshold read
count, the PTDM migrates only MSB pages within the block. When
migrating the MSB pages is complete, the PTDM RR manager updates
the threshold read count of that block to the LSB threshold read
count. Afterward, when the read count of the block reaches the LSB
threshold read count, the PTDM migrates the remaining LSB pages
of the block and then executes block erasure.

Fig. 3 shows the flowchart for PTDM when read operations are
accessed. Readblock is the read count of a block. And Readth is the
threshold read count, whose initial value is the MSB threshold read
count. In the case of TLC, RR is performed according to the page
types in the same way.
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Fig. 4. Flowchart for the data distribution technique.

B. Data Distribution Technique for Mitigating Read Disturb

The fewer read counts within a block, the less impact the read
disturb has. To mitigate the read disturb, we propose distributing read-
intensive data in several blocks when migrating the data. We classified
the data to be migrated into three categories: cold, warm, and hot.
The cold data whose read count is zero or one until execute RR
are migrated to a cold block. RR will hardly be executed on these
cold blocks. The hot data whose read count is more than the average
read count is split into two groups and migrated to a free block and
a block with the lowest read count among valid blocks, except for
the cold blocks. The remaining warm data are distributed to a valid
block, except for the cold blocks. When distributing the data, the RR
manager considers the data’s read count and the target block’s total
read count.

If the number of cold blocks increases due to a large amount of
cold data, hot data may be concentrated into a few blocks. Then the
RR operation may increase. Therefore, we limit the number of cold
blocks, and if the number of cold blocks exceeds this threshold value,
cold data are also distributed to the valid block. Also, GC may occur
frequently due to insufficient free blocks while distributing the data
to several blocks. Therefore, this technique operates when free blocks
are sufficient.

Fig. 4 shows our distribution technique. Pageread and Avgread
are the read count of the page and the average read count of the
block, respectively. Thcold blk is the threshold value of the number of
cold blocks, which we set as 10% of total blocks according to our
experiment [9].

C. Overheads

PTDM has two major overheads: side effects resulting from granular
data migration and storage overheads.

Block erasure can only be executed when all data within the block
are migrated. For example, in MLC NAND, block erasure can be
executed after the migration of LSB pages. If RR is executed only on
MSB pages in several blocks when there are not enough free blocks,
GC may occur frequently to create a free block. However, RR also
executes erase on a block. Since the PTDM reduces the amount
of RR significantly, the erasure caused by RR is much decreased
when applying PTDM. So, the overall erasure count was reduced.
Also, the number of migrated pages per GC is decreased, which can
dissipate the data migration overhead. This overhead is explained in
Section IV-C through experiments.

The storage overhead for PTDM is not expected to be significant.
Even with conventional RR, the read counts are stored for each block.
Thus, additional values to be stored are the RR status of each block
and the cold block information. In the NAND configuration in our
experiments, the total storage overhead per chip is 85 kB for 3-D and
54 kB for 2-D. This storage overhead is less than 1% of conventional
solid disk drive (SSD) metadata.

TABLE I
CONFIGURATION OF NFM

TABLE II
TRACE INFORMATION

IV. EVALUATION

A. Experimental Setup

We evaluated the proposed PTDM scheme by implementing a trace-
driven simulator [10], [11], which includes a page-level FTL [12]
and NAND flash memories. Table I presents the timing parameters
and configuration of the NFM [13], [14]. An MLC and TLC block
typically endure 100k and 10k page read operations, respectively
[5], [7]. Block endurance is determined by the worst page group.
Thus, we set the first preset threshold read counts for MLC and TLC
as 100k and 10k, respectively. The threshold read counts for other
page types were also set by referring to [5] and [15]. As mentioned
in Section II-B, vendors provide fixed threshold read count. Thus,
we experimented with a fixed threshold read count. If vendors provide
data about the deterioration due to read disturb according to the P/E
cycle, we can easily apply changing threshold values to our method.
Some research studies report different endurance disparities between
strong and weak page types [16], [17], so we also evaluated PTDM
with various threshold read counts. Table II presents the trace files
used in the experiment and their characteristics [18], [19], [20].

To evaluate the effectiveness of PTDM, we compared it with
three methods: conventional RR (baseline) [2], PTDM, and
D-PTDM. The baseline migrates an entire block when the read
count of the block reaches the threshold read count. PTDM is a
technique explained in Section III-A, and D-PTDM is a technique
in Sections III-B and III-A.

B. Efficiency of RR

Figs. 5 and 6 show the number of migrated pages during RR
execution. On average, in MLC, PTDM reduced the migration data
size by 41% compared to the baseline because PTDM only
migrated pages that were expected to have a severe error rate, not
the entire block. In TLC, PTDM reduced the migration data size by
37% compared to the baseline. Furthermore, by distributing read-
intensive data, D-PTDM performs less RR than PTDM.

In Fig. 5, the number of migrations of LSB pages is particularly
small in the “financial” benchmark. This is because the NAND

controller executes GC before RR. “Financial” has a small request
size and high randomness, and thus, GC occurs frequently. During
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Fig. 5. Normalized amount of data migration while RR at MLC.

Fig. 6. Normalized amount of data migration while RR at TLC.

GC, the garbage collector selects blocks with many invalid pages and
migrates the data in them. When the RR manager migrates some page
types within the blocks, the blocks have many invalid pages and, thus,
are more likely to be selected by the garbage collector. Therefore,
in such a benchmark, page types that are more resistant to read disturb
are migrated more with GC, not RR. This is why the number of LSB
pages in MLC and MSB pages in TLC migrated by RR is small,
as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Likewise, in the “financial” benchmark,
the free blocks are insufficient, so the effect of distributing was not
significant.

Among the experimental benchmarks, “websearch1” and “web-
search3” had almost no write operations; thus, GC was hardly
executed. So, the amount of data migration due to RR is similarly
reduced in LSB and MSB pages. PTDM RR reduces the amount of
data migration not only for read disturb tolerant pages (LSB in MLC,
CSB, and MSB in TLC) but also for weak pages. This is because the
data migrated by RR are distributed to several blocks. This reduces
the number of read operations per block, thereby reducing the overall
number of RR operations and overall migrated pages. Since “ads”
and “TPC_C” had less random write access, less GC was executed,
resulting in similar results.

Figs. 7 and 8 show the number of migrated pages during RR
execution while changing the second and third threshold read count.
The number in parentheses on the x-axis of the graph indicates the
second or third preset threshold read count. For example, (1, 1.3)
in Fig. 7 means the first preset threshold read count and second
preset threshold read count are 100k and 130k, respectively. Similarly,
(1, 1.5, 2.0) in Fig. 8 means that the first, second, and third preset
threshold read count in TLC is 10k, 15k, and 20k, respectively.

The results show that the larger the endurance disparities between
each page type, the less amount of data migration during RR
execution. For a fair experiment, we experimented with various
second or third threshold read counts while keeping these values
from exceeding twice the first threshold value. In an extreme case,
such as (1, 4, 8) in TLC, the execution of GCs increases, but the
amount of data migration is slightly reduced. The detailed results are
provided in [9].

In Fig. 7, in the case of “TPC_C” benchmark, the migration amount
of the LSB pages was significantly reduced in (1, 1.8) and (1, 2.0).
Due to the characteristics of “TPC_C,” RR was not executed on the
LSB page because the data was no longer accessed after a specific
read count.

Fig. 7. Normalized amount of data migration while varying preset threshold
read count at MLC.

Fig. 8. Normalized amount of data migration while varying preset threshold
read count at TLC.

C. Overhead Analysis

As stated earlier, PTDM has an overhead in increasing the number
of GCs. Fig. 9 shows the overall erase counts, including erasure
induced by GC and RR, while executing the benchmark in MLC.
In the case of “financial,” where free blocks are insufficient, the
number of GCs increased compared to the baseline. However,
the amount of reduction in RR executions is bigger than the amount
of increase in GCs when applying PTDM. As a result, the overall
number of erasures is reduced. In conclusion, when applying PTDM,
even though free blocks are insufficient, and GC increases as a result,
the efficiency of reducing RRs overcomes the overhead induced by
GCs. The result shows that PTDM decreases overall erasure count by
21.7%, compared to the baseline. Similar results can be obtained
for TLC. The result was similar when the trace was repeated until
the NAND was worn out [9]. Furthermore, the number of migrating
pages per GC is reduced, which can dissipate the data migration
overhead [9].

D. Complementary to Other Techniques

Most previous research studies proposed granularity RRs, which
divide blocks with hot/cold data and migrate data during RR to
make RR more efficient [5], [7]. These methods create strong blocks
against read disturb and migrate read-hot data to these strong blocks.
They create the strong block by changing Vr [5] or not using the
MSB page [7]. However, these strong blocks still have different
endurance according to the page type, so threshold read counts
should differ for each page type. Therefore, PTDM can be easily
applied.

Fig. 10 shows the overall erasure count and the amount of
overall data migration when applying PTDM to other techniques.
We averaged the five traces and showed them. Results show that
overall data migration and erase counts are reduced by 5.9% and
6.2%, respectively, compared to the case when PTDM is not applied.
It shows PTDM and other methods can be complementary. The
detailed results are provided in [9].
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Fig. 9. Normalized overall erase count at MLC.

Fig. 10. Normalized number of overall erasure counts and overall data
migration when applying PTDM to other techniques.

V. CONCLUSION

Recently, increasing read-intensive workload and the number of
pages per block have increased the impact of read disturb in
NFM. Conventional RR is inefficient in these circumstances as it
reduces the performance and reliability of the memory. Most RR
methods do not consider that the impact of read disturb differs
based on the page types, even when they are in the same block.
Therefore, we propose a new management method that classifies
pages within one block into several groups and migrates each
based on page types. In the experimental results, PTDM reduced
the overall number of data migrations by 39.53% compared to
that of the baseline. In addition, the erasure count was reduced
by 21.7%.
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